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Dear Mr Mueller

This is in response to your letter dated January 31 2011 concerning the

shareholder proposal submitted to GE by David Ridenour On January 18 2011 we

issued our response expressing our informal view that GE could not exclude the proposal

from its proxy materials for its upcoming annual meeting You have asked us to

reconsider our position

The Division grants the reconsideration request as there now appears to be some

basis for your view that GE may exclude the proposal under rule 14a-8i10 Based on

the information you have presented it appears that GEs policies practices and

procedures compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal and that GE has

therefore substantially implemented the proposal Accordingly we will not recommend

enforcement action to the Commission ifGE omits the proposal from its proxy materials

in reliance on rule 14a-8i10

Enclosures

cc David Ridenour

Sincerely

Gregory Belliston

Special Counsel

FSMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16
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Office of Chief Counsel

Division of Corporation Finance

Securities and Exchange Commission

100 Street NE

Washington DC 20549

Re General Electric Company

Shareowner Proposal ofDavid Ridenour

Exchange Act of1934 Rule 14a-8

Ladies and Gentlemen

On December 14 2010 we submitted letter the No-Action Request on behalf of our

client General Electric Company the Company notifying the staff of the Division of

Corporation Finance the Staff of the Securities and Exchange Commissionthe
Commission that the Company intends to omit from its proxy statement and form of proxy

for its 2011 Annual Meeting of Shareowners collectively the 2011 Proxy Materials

shareowner proposal the Proposal and statements in support thereof received fl-em David

Ridenour the Proponent The Proposal requests that the Companys Board of Directors

report to shareholders by November 2011 on the Companys process for identifying and

prioritizing legislative and regulatory public policy advocacy activities copy of the

Proposal and related correspondence with the Proponent is attached hereto as Exhibit

The No-Action Request indicated our belief that the Proposal could be excluded from the

2011 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8i7 because the Proposal related to the

Companys ordinary business operations involving the Company in the political or

legislative process relating to specific legislative initiatives On January 18 2011 the Staff

stated that it was unable to concur that the proposal could be excluded pursuant to

Rule 14a-8i7

In light of recent actions taken by the Company to address the matters requested in the

Proposal we respectfully request that the Staff concur in our view that the Proposal may

properly be excluded from the 2011 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8i105 because

the Company has substantially implemented the Proposal by preparing and posting on its

website political contributions report

Brueseis- Century City Dallas Denver Dubai tiong Kong London Los Angeles Munich New York

Orange County- Palo Alto- Paris San Francisco Sªo Paulo- Singapore -Washington D.C
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The Proposal May Be Excluded Under Rule 14a8i1O As Substantially Implemented

Background

Rule 14a-8i10 permits company to exclude shareowner proposal from its proxy

materials if the company has substantially implemented the proposal The Commission

stated in 1976 that the predecessor to Rule 14a-8i1 was designed to avoid the

possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which already have been favorably

acted upon by the management Exchange Act Release No 2598 July 1976

Originally the Staff narrowly interpreted this predecessor rule and granted no-action relief

only when proposals were fully effected by the company See Exchange Act Release No
19135 Oct 14 1982 By 1983 the Commissionrecognized that the previous formalistic

application of Rule defeated its purpose because proponents were successfully

convincing the Staff to deny no-action relief by submitting proposals that differed from

existing company policy by only few words Exchange Act Release No 20091 at II.E.6

Aug 16 1983 1983 Release Therefore in 1983 the Commissionadopted revision to

the rule to permit the omission of proposals that had been substantially implemented 1983

Release

Applying this standard the Staff has noted that determination that the company has

substantially implemented the proposal depends upon whether companys particular

policies practices and procedures compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal

Texaco Inc avail Mar 28 1991 In other words substantial implementation under

Rule 4a-8i1 requires companys actions to have satisfactorily addressed both the

proposals underlying concerns and its essential objective See e.g Exelon Corp avail

Feb 26 2010 Anheuser-Busch Companies Inc avail Jan 17 2007 ConAgra Foods inc

avail Jul 2006 Johnson Johnson avail Feb 17 2006 The Tatlots Inc avail

Apr 2002 Masco Corp avail Mar 29 1999 Thus when company can demonstrate

that it has already taken actions to address each element of shareowner proposal the Staff

has concurred that the proposal has been substantially implemented See e.g Exxon

Mobil Corp avail Mar 23 2009 Exxon Mobil Corp avail Jan 24 2001 The Gap Inc

avail Mar 1996

At the same time company need not implement proposal in exactly the manner set forth

by the proponent See Exchange Act Release No 40018 at n.30 and accompanying text

May 21 1998 See e.g Hewlett-Packard Co avail Dec 11 2007 proposal requesting

that the board permit shareowners to call special meetings was substantially implemented by

proposed bylaw amendment to permit shareowners to call special meeting unless the

board determined that the specific business to be addressed had been addressed recently or

would soon be addressed at an annual meeting Johnson Johnson avail Feb 17 2006
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proposal that requested the company to confirm the legitimacy of all current and future U.S

employees was substantially implemented because the company had verified the legitimacy

of 91% of its domestic workforce

Analysis

The Company has provided extensive transparency
into its legislative and regulatory public

policy advocacy activities In connection with reviewing the Proposal the Company

reevaluated its website disclosure regarding its public policy advocacy activities and

determined to revise and supplement such disclosure to include detailed report on the

Identification Evaluation and Prioritization of Public Policy Issues Important to GE the

Report The Report copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit is posted on the

Companys website at

httpJ/www.ge.comIfiles_citizenshiP/Ddf7e statementpublic_policy_issues.pdf The

Report substantially implements the Proposal for purposes of Rule 14a-8i1O by

implementing the Proposals essential objective of reporting on the Companys process
for

identifying and prioritizing legislative and regulatory public policy advocacy activities

The Proposal states that the Companys report to shareowners may address five specific

topics As discussed below even though the Proposal describes these as topics that may
be addressed the Report responds to and addresses each of them Accordingly the Report

clearly addresses the Proposals concerns and essential objectives First the Proposal

requests that the report should the process by which the identifies

evaluates and prioritizes public policy issues of interest to the The Report

addresses this feature of the Proposal in that it describes how the Companys government

relations group asks each of the Companys business teams to provide an annual assessment

of their legislative and regulatory priorities In addition the Report notes how the

Companys government relations group uses these annual assessments to determine

Companys overall public policy priorities for the upcoming year The Report further

describes that priorities are then reviewed quarterly to take into account new and

changing circumstances Finally the Report reveals that process
takes into

consideration Companys strategic objectives and there is no pre-assigned formula for

determining Companys public policy priorities or advocacy strategy

Second the Proposal requests that the report to shareowners should the
process

by which the Company enters into alliances associations coalitions and trade associations

for the purpose of affecting public policy The Report addresses this feature of the Proposal

in that it describes how the Company decides whether to work through trade associations or

industry coalitions in connection with its public policy priorities The Report indicates that

once the Companys businesses have identified their respective public policy priorities the
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businesses also provide input on the appropriate advocacy plan or strategy to achieve

successful outcome including whether or not Company will advocate directly for

priority or through one of its trade associations or industry coalitions The Report

articulates that the Company will work with trade association in connection with public

policy priority in order to facilitate coordination with other companies with similar priorities

and where their reputation effectiveness expertise and relationships can assist

Company in achieving the goals In situations where the Company has

already decided to work through trade association the Report notes that each

association from which Company receives notice that the association has spent or will

spend $25000 or more of Companys payments in fiscal year on non-deductible

lobbying and/or political expenditures under Internal Revenue Code Section 162e

Company will ask the trade association to identify the portion of those payments used to

fund independent expenditures expressly advocating for or against candidates in elections for

public office

Third the Proposal requests that the report to shareowners should the process by

which the Company evaluates the reputational impact of its public policy advocacy

positions The Report addresses this feature of the Proposal by staling that reputational

impact is evaluated in advance as one of the criteria used to evaluate and prioritize public

policy issues Specifically the report states that as part of its identification process the

Companys government relations group and management review number of factors in

evaluating the public policy priorities for the upcoming year including potential

reputational impact and risks of pursuing or not pursuing any particular priority

Fourth the Proposal requests that the report to shareowners should identi and describe

public policy issues of interest to the The Report addresses this feature of the

Proposal in that it contains bullet-point list of the Companys public policy priorities for

2010 as identified by each of its businesses including Technology Infrastructure Energy

Infrastructure Consumer Industrial GE Capital and NBC Universal

Finally the Proposal requests that the report to shareowners should the issues by

importance to creating shareholder value The Report addresses this feature of the Proposal

when it states that creating and maximizing shareowner value is central consideration in the

Companys process for evaluating and prioritizing public policy issues For example the

Report specifically states that the Company will set commercial priorities to increase

shareowner value mindful that Companys commercial success depends upon forward

progress on broader public policy imperatives

Accordingly each element of the Proposal is specifically addressed by the Report that has

been made available on the Companys website When company has already acted
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favorably on an issue addressed in shareowner proposal Rule 14a-8i10 provides that the

company is not required to ask its shareowners to vote on that same issue In this regard the

Staff has on numerous occasions concurred with the exclusion of proposals where the

company had already addressed each element requested in the proposal See e.g Alcoa Inc

avail Feb 2009 concurring with the exclusion of proposal requesting report on

global warming where the company had already prepared an environmental sustainability

report Caterpillar Inc avail Mar 112008 same Wal-Mart Stores Inc avail Mar 10

2008 same PGE Corp avail Mar 2008 same Allegheny Energy Inc Premoshis

avail Feb 20 2008 same Honeywell International Inc avail Jan 24 2008 same
ConAgra Foods Inc avail July 2006 concurring with the exclusion of proposal

requesting that the board of directors issue sustainability report to shareowners Raytheon

Co avail Jan 25 2006 same Exxon Mobil Corp avail Mar 18 2004 concurring with

the exclusion of proposal requesting report on how the company is responding to rising

regulatory competitive and public pressure to significantly reduce carbon dioxide and other

greenhouse gas emissions Xcel Energy Inc avail Feb 17 2004 same Moreover the

Companys actions in reviewing revising and supplementing its disclosures to address the

matters raised in the Proposal clearly compares favorably with the guidelines of the proposal

See Texaco Inc avail Mar 28 1991

Accordingly we believe that the Companys actions to revise its website disclosure

regarding the identification and prioritization of its public policy activities substantially

implements the Proposal and that the Proposal may be excluded from the 2011 Proxy

Materials under Rule 14a-8i10

CONCLUSION

We further request that the Staff waive the 80-day filing requirement as set forth in

Rule 14a-8j for good cause Rule 14a-8jl requires that if company intends to

exclude proposal from its proxy materials it must file its reasons with the Commission no

later than 80 calendar days before it files its definitive proxy statement and form of proxy

with the Commission However Rule 14a-8j1 allows the Staff to waive the deadline if

company can show good cause Although it took some time for the Company to be able to

take the steps necessary to respond to and substantially implement the Proposal the

Company did so by the deadline requested in the Proposal Accordingly we believe that

good cause for waiver exists

Based upon the foregoing analysis and the Companys No-Action Request we respectfully

request that the Staff concur that it will take no action if the Company excludes the Proposal

from its 2011 Proxy Materials We would be happy to provide you with any additional

information and answer any questions that you may have regarding this subject
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If we can be of any further assistance in this matter please do not hesitate to call me at

202 955-8671 or Lori Zyskowski the Companys Counsel Corporate Securities at

203 373-2227

Sincerely

Ronald Mueller

Enclosures

cc Lori Zyskowski General Electric Company

David Ridenour

101011 186_5.DOC
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RECEIVED
NOV 08 ZoiD

DENNJSTON
111

FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

ovember 52010

Mr Brakett Denniston III

Secretary

General Electric Company

3135 Eastcm Turnpike

airfield CT 06821

Dear Mr Denmston

hereby submit the enclosed shareholder proposal uPropoaa1 for inclusion in the

General Electric Company the company proxy statement to be circulated to

Company shareholders in conjunction with the next annual meeting of

ahreholders The Proposal is submitted under Rule 14a-8 Proposals of Security

Holders of the U.S Securities and Exchange Commissions proxy regulations

own 350 shares of the Companys common stock that have been held cntbuously

for more than year prior to this date of submission intend to hold the shares

through the date of the Companys next annual meeting of shareholders Proof of

ownership will be submitted by separate correspondence

Ifyou have any questions or wish to discuss the Proposal please contact Mr

R1dUraIt 0MB Memorandum Op ocorresponden nr recmest for no-action

letter should be forwarded to Mr David Bzdenonr RSMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

FSMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

David Rklenour

Attachment Shareholder Proposal Lobbying Report



Lobbying Report

Resolved The shareholders request the board of directors at reasonable cost and excluding

confidential formation report to shareholders by November 011 on the Companys

process for identifying and prioritizing legislative and regulatory public policy advocacy

act

The report may

Describe the process by which the cesipany identifies evaluates and prioritizes

public policy issues of interest to the company

Describe the process by whcb the company enters into alliances associations

coalitions and trade associations for the purpose of affecting public policy

Describe the process by which the company evaluates the reputations-I impact of its

public policy advocacy positions

Identity and describe public policy issues of interest to the company

Prioritize the issues by importance to creating shareholder value

Supporting Statement

As General Electrics primary responsibility is to create shareholder value the company

should ensure its legislative and ulatorr public policy advocacy activities advance the

companys long-term interests and shareholder value in transparent and lawful manner

The companys current disclosure about its public policy interests and advocacy is

inadequate especially given the significant amount of shareholder money GE spends on

lobbying activities OpenSecreta.org reported November 2010 that GE had reported

paying $82OSO000 in lobbying expenditures in 2010

Greater transparency surrounding the companys lobbying activities is in the best interest

of the company and shareholders Absent system of accountability company assets could

be used in support of policy objectives that are not in the companys long-term interest

CEO Jeff Immelt is closely associated with President Obama and his policy agenda Mr

Immelt serves on the Preaidents Economic Recovery Advisory Board and GB has supported

some of the Presidents policy agenda including cap.and.trade Legislation and the $787

billion stimulus plan

Immelt- has engaged in high-profile lobbying effoit to promote global warming-related

cap-and-trade legislation by testifying in Congress by participating in the United States

Climate Action Partnership and conducting media interviews



GE also lobbied for Congressional funding of the coxepanys F1G engine for the Defense

Departments joint etrike fighter jet

GE benefited from the economic stiinuhi plan as recipient of at least $49 million in grant

contracts The companys support of cap-and-trade is partially responsible flr passage of

the Waxman-Markey climate change legislation in the House of Representatives

GEs close association with President Obama may prove detrimental to the lcag4erui

interests of shareholders The Companys involvement in lobbying for and then receiving

taxpayer money from the stimulus plan has drawn criticism from conservative media and

activists

Cap-and.trade legislation Is controversial and ita unpopilarity influenced the outcome of

Congressional races in 2010

GEs position on cap-and-trade Congressional earmarks and the controversial stimulus

package may put the Company on collision course with Tea Party activists

signfficant political and social movement opposed to the growth of government that is well

retarded by many Members of Congresa

Disclosure of the companys process for determining its lotbying priorities will provide the

transparency shareholders need to evaluata these public policy activities



Lori Zyskowski

Cocporote Secuibesceunse3

Generot BectnCOfnpOfly

3135 Eoston Turnpike

Foifed CT 06828

72033732227

F203 373 3079

coweki@Qe.corTl

November 12 2010

VIA OVERNIGHT MAIL

David Ridenour

FISMA 0MB Memorandum MO7-16

Dear Mr Ridenour

am writing on behalf of General Electric Company the Companyl which

received on November 2010 your shoreowner proposal entitled Lobbying Report for

consideration at the Companys 2011 Annual Meeting of Shareowners the Proposal

The Proposal contains certain procedural Iefidencies which Securities and

Exchange Commission SEC regulations require us to bring to your attention Rule 14-

8bJ under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended the Exchange Act

provides that shareowner proponents must submit sufficient proof of their continuous

ownership of at least $2.000 in market value or 1% of companys shares entitled to

vote on the proposal for at least one year as of the date the shareowner proposal wos

submitted The Companys stock records do not indicate that you are the record owner

of sufficient shares to satisfy this requirement In addition to dote we hove not received

proof that you have satisfied Rule 14a-8s ownership requirements as of the dote that

the Proposal was submitted to the Company

To remedy this defect you must submit sufficient proof of your ownership of the

requisite number of Company shores as of the date that the Proposal was submitted to

the Company As explained in Rule 14o-8b sufficient proof may be in the form of

written statement from the record holder of your shores usually

broker or bank verifying that as of the dote the Proposal was submitted

you continuously held the requisite number of Company shares for at least

oneyearor

if you have filed with the SEC Schedule 13D Schedule 13G Form Form

or Form or amendments to those documents or updated forms

reflecting your ownership of the requisite number of Company shares as of

or before the dote on which the one-year eligibility period begins copy of

the schedule and/or form and any subsequent amendments reporting

change in the ownership level and written statement that you

continuously held the requisite number of company shares for the one-

year period



In addition Rule 14o-8d of the Exchange Act requires that any shareowner

proposal including any accompanying supporting statement not exceed 500 words

The Proposol including the supporting statement exceeds 500 words To remedy this

defect you must revise the Proposal and/or supporting
statement so that it does not

exceed 500 words

The SECs Rule 14o-8 requires that your response to this letter be postmarked or

transmitted electronically no later than 14 calendar days from the date you recve this

letter Please address any response to rae at General Electric Company 3135 Easton

Turnpike Fairfield CT 06828 Alternatively you may transmit any response by facsimile

to me at 1203 373-3079

If you have any questions with respect to the foregoing please contact me at

12031373-2227 For your reference endose copy of Rule 140-8

Sincerely

Ion Zyskowski

Enclosure
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FISMA 0MB Memorandum M-07-16

November 24 20i0

Mr Brackett Denniston Di

Secreta1Y

General Electric Company

3135 Easton Tuxnpike

Fairfield CT 06821

By Facsimile 203-373-3079

Dear Mr Denniston

In response to your letter of November 12 2010 received by me November 13 2010

please
find attachad letter from Ameritrade verifying that now hold and have for

the requisite period held sufficient shares of General Electric Compatmy stock to

permit me to propose
shareholder reeolutiOn in accordance with Rule 14a-S of

the Securities and Exchange Ant of 1934

stbxnitted such proposal on November and you have said you received it on

November

My deratanding is that Amerifrade sent you the attaoled letter directly on

November 12 and as such the attached copy is duplicate am sending it now to

make cextain you receive it successfully

If you have any questions can be reached at the address above or directy by

telepb0MB Memorandum M-07-16

Sincerely

Davi Ridenour

Attachment Letter to Mr Brackett Denniston 111 dated 11J12/l0 from

Ameritrade
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AMERIThADE

November12 2010

Mr Brackett Denniston III

Secretary

General Electric Cumpen
3135 Easton Turnpike

Fairlield CI 08826

Dear Mr Denn1sto

This letter is to certify that TI Ameritradeds 350 shares of General Elealo Company the

Company common stock beneficially fo Dai4d Rktenour the proponent of hareholder

proposal submitted to the Company and ubmitted in accordance v.4th Rulel4o-8 of the

Securities and Exchange Act of i934 Two hundred elglfly 280 shareS were purcliaseon

03/01/2001 and seventy 70 shares werel purchased on 04/04/2002 and Ti Ameritrade

coqtlnues to hold scI stock
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Identification Evaluation and Prioritizution of Public Policy Issues Important to GE

Because GE is one of the worlds largest companies active in many sectors of the global economy with about 300000 employees ond

million shoreowners around the world pubhc policy decisions will inevitably affect our buswress Accordingly the Board of Directors

believes that it is in the best interests of shareawners for GE to promote sound public policies at the international notional and local

levels To this end GEs government relations group asks each of the companys business teams to provde an annual assessment

of their legislative and regulotoiy priorities The international law and policy team does this as well both
regionally

and globally Each

business provides description of the
public policy priority ties it to GE objective and provides input on the significonce of the issue to

the company The businesses also provide input on the appropriate advocacy plan or strategy to achieve successful outcome

including whether or not GE will advocate directly
for priority or through one of its trade associations or industry coalitions We work

through these associations to facilitate coordination with other companies with similar priorities and where their reputation

effectiveness expertise and relationships con assist us in achieving the companys goals Once each business has rolled up its

priorities
the government relations team uses this list to determine GEs overall public policy priorities for the upcoming year These

priorities are then reviewed quarterly to take into account new and changing circumstances

in evaluating the public policy priorities
for the upcoming year our government relations team and management review number of

factors including potential reputational impact and risks of pursuing or not pursuing any particular priority We set commercial

priorities to increase shoreowner value mindful that our commercial success depends upon forward progress on broader public policy

imperatives This process takes into consideration GEs strategic objectives and there is no pre-assigned formula for determining GEs

public policy priorities or advocacy strategy

For 2010 the following were GEs priorities by business

Technology Infrastructure

Access to healthcare in emerging markets

l-leotthcare public policy
and costs

Privacy and product security

Product
quality

ond patient and operator safety

Government and military soles

Governance ethics and anti-corruption efforts in

emerging markets

Research involving embryonic stem cells

Security and human rights including employee safety

Energy Infrastructure

Government sales

Governance ethics and anti-corruption efforts

in emerging markets

Environmental management issues including air quality

climate change bath in relation to the development of

product solutions to address this topic and the energy

efficiency of our operations

Energy policy

Consumer Industrial

Emerging markets consumer spending and value products

Product energy efficiency

Privacy

Superior information management and

automation solutions

Product safety

GE Capital

Compliance and govemonce in challenging

operating environments

Data privocy and security

Anti-money laundering

Disclosure proctices leg transparency with customersl

Environmental concerns as they relate to the debt and

equity financing activities of GE Commercial Finance in

addition to Equipment Finance and Aviation Finance

Risks and opportunities of emerging markets

Responsible consumer lending

NBC Universal

Broadcast standards

Distributing content through digital media

Intellectual property protection and anti-pirocy

Effecting positive change to the environment by raising

awareness and educating consumers

20fl Gecera tIectrc company



U.S Politico Contributions Disclosure and Trade Associations

The success of GE depends significantly
on sound public policies

at the natjonal state and local levels Governments through

advancing their legitimate regulatory and political interests affect the commercial environment in which GE operates Every day issues

vito to GES ability
to recognize value for the companys stakeholders are debated and decided in the U.S Congress in stote

legislatures and in local forums across the country issues such as trade taxes energy heolthcare environment and legal liabiLity to

name few Accordingly it is important that GE participates
in the political process including contributing to political campaigns

through the GE Political Action Committee GEPACI and through company contributions where legal
and appropriate under state law

GE and GEPAC make bipartisan contributions to political candidates and initiatives that support the advancement of the componys

policies and programs and promote innovation sustainable economic growth and the interests of the industries in which GE operates

In determining which candidates and initiatives to support GE and GEPAC representatives balance among other factors the views

promoted by candidate the quality
and effectiveness of the candidate or organization to which the contribution is made and the

appropriateness of the GE level of involvement in the election With respect to particular candidates the company considers among

otherfoctors

The personal characteristics of particular
candidate including the candidates integrity

and effectivenesst

Whether the candidate sits art committee that addresses legislation affecting GE businesses or the global economy

Whether the candidate represents state or district within which GE business operates or is located

The candidates committee standing and ranking

The candidotes elected politicol leadership position
and voting record

GE Contributions

As part of its oversight role in public policy
and corporate social responsibility the Public Responsibilities

Committee of the board of

directors reviews at least annually the companys policies
and practices related to political contributions

Federal U.S law prohibits companies from contributing to candidates for federal office but many states allow corporate contributions

to state and local candidates committees political organizations and ballot issue campaigns As described in the companys code of

conduct The Spirit
The Letter any contribution of company funds or other assets for political purposes in the United States must be

approved in advance by the GE vice president for government relations Political contributions mode with company funds outside the

United States must be approved by both the GE vice president for government relations and the vice president for international law

and policy or by their designees The Company also maintains Corporate Oversight Committee comprising five senior GE officers and

leaders to oversee GE policies governing corporate political contributions and contribution activity The Corporate Oversight Committee

receives reports on GE political
contribution activities regularly from the GE vice president for government relations

In 2009 GE contributed $775186 to political candidates and initiatives GE also belongs too number of trade associations at the

national state and local levels For each association from which GE receives notice that the association has spent or will spend

$25000 or more of GE payments inc fiscal year on non-deductible lobbying and/or political expenditures under Internal Revenue Code

Section 162le we will ask the trade association to identify the portion of those payments used to fund independent expenditures

expressly advocating far or against candidates in elections for public office We will include in our political contributions report any

responses we receive to such requests

Independent Expenditures

GE has longstanding practice against using corporate resources for the direct funding of independent expenditures expressly

advocating for or against candidates in elections for public office In 2010 the Public Responsibilities
Committee adopted this practice

as formal policy

GEPAC Contributions

GE has long had political
action committees so that GE employees acting together can support candidates who shore the companys

interests values and goals GE employees manage GEPAC in way that is completely consistent with the companys commitment to

integrity

GEPAC is an independent non-partisan voluntaiy fund supported by GE employees who choose to participate
in the political process

by pooling their resources to elect candidates who share the values and goals of the company and its employees GEPAC raises

voluntary contributions from eligible GE employees and supports candidates for the U.S Senate and House of Representatives and

selected state candidates In addition contributions to certain notional party organizations are made when appropriote GEPAC also

makes contributians to certain state office candidates so long as federal PAC contributions are permitted to state candidates in

accordance with state laws These states currently include Ohio Pennsylvania Wisconsin Kentucky North Carolina South Carolina

and Texas

OH General Electric Company



committee which is mode up of employees nominated from GE businesses and corporate components directs contributions The

GEPAC Board sets overall budget targets and day-to-day decisions are delegated to subcommittee of the GEPAC Board GEPAC

retains counsel to ensure compliance with the spirit ond letter of all applicable lows and regulations

In March 2011.0 separate PAC will be established to ensure compliance with new SEC rules oppcoble to investment odvisers This

new PAC will be supported eclusive1y by GE employees who ore subject to SEC MSR8 and/or other rules irnpocting political

contributions by certain financial professionals This new PAC will contribute only to federal candidates and committees board will

govern and oversee this new federal only PAC and will work with counsel to ensure compliance with the
spirit

and letter of all

applicable laws and regulations

In 2009 GEPAC raised just under $1.2 million from more than 4.000 employees and contributed $993000 to federal and $119850 to

state candidates in the United States The Federal Election Commission regulates CEPACs activities Reports detailing its activities are

available an the FEC web site at www.fecov

02011 Generol Electric compory


